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DETROIT, MI, USA, June 6, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Kurtis Kitchen and Bath is a renowned
company that has worked to provide impeccable renovation and kitchen and bathroom
remodeling for the past five decades. They understand the nuances of revamping a kitchen from
scratch. Therefore, it’s worth explaining how the remodeling impacts the look and utility of the
entire kitchen.
The company stands for affordability. However, the affordability should not come at the cost of
not achieving the perfect kitchen of a person’s dreams. When one is looking for something
affordable, it should align with the aesthetics of the kitchen and, at the same time, be durable
enough to last longer.
How to Set the Tone for a Kitchen Remodeling?
There are unlimited ways to plan a kitchen remodeling project. So, it's best to take all the time
needed to draw up a new design that also matches the overall ambiance of the house. The
following are some essential steps worth considering in remodeling a kitchen.
●Drawing up the kitchen's desired layout, including the measurements of the entire space and
the utilities within the kitchen. Both utility and aesthetics should be kept in mind to maximize
benefits within the limited space available. For example, how the cabinets need to be spaced
out, where the kitchen island should be located, etc.
●Setting a realistic and affordable budget aside for the remodeling to meet the desired
outcome. There are all kinds of fixtures and fittings available in the market to meet any budget.
●Getting advice from a professional and proven remodeling company to get more exciting
ideas and to have them implemented in the kitchen's aesthetics.
●Remodeling the kitchen in the estimated time to avoid rushing to complete the work faster.
It is essential to ask for suggestions and advice from the designer responsible for remodeling the
kitchen. They are professionals at what they do and know what would work and look best within
the kitchen.

Kurtis Kitchen and Bath is a company that constantly strives to keep the bar high for other
companies by providing only the best services to their clients. Because of that, it has gained
numerous positive reviews from its loyal clients. One of these reviews includes:
“Kurtis Kitchen and Bath is a fantastic company in many ways. The whole process, from design to
delivery to installation, was terrific. Jerusha did a wonderful job with our kitchen design. Dave,
our project manager, couldn’t have been more attentive and was always available to stop by or
answer our questions over the phone. Kim and Allison, schedulers in the office, kept us informed
throughout the process. The craftsmanship of the installers is stellar, and you can tell that each
one takes pride in his work. Every question and concern we had were addressed quickly,
efficiently, and to our satisfaction. We would highly recommend Kurtis for any home
improvement needs.” -Jenny R.
Contact Kurtis Kitchen and Bath today to see how they can help renovate your home according
to any budget. Visit their website for more details and even ask for a free quote.
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About Kurtis Kitchen and Bath
Kurtis Kitchen and Bath is a well-known remodeling company that has been operating in the
state of Michigan for the past five decades. The company is proud to have remodeled more than
400,000 bathrooms and kitchens combined. It is a family-owned business that constantly strives
to provide only the best for its customers.
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